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The Keeper Series  Ages 9 -14   
For Matt, the Kingdom of Zaul becomes all too real when his computer jams and he is sucked into the game! Now he is trapped, 
hunted by the Protectors and hiding among the Workers to survive. Follow Matt and his adventures through every level of his 
game in a different place with a different enemy and a different girl to help him.  

The Darok Series  Ages 9 -14 
Will and Maddie help a lunar scientist hide his new discovery from the enemy. But his research brings treachery and sabotage 
and the teenagers are swept into a dangerous game with human survival at stake. 

  
                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Look Out Of My Window!  H.J. Ralles’ first picture book  

 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

H.J. Ralles will be happy to sign her books for students. Checks payable to H. J. Ralles  
 

Name__________________________ Grade_____ Home Room Teacher_____________ 
 

TITLE  PRICE HOW MANY? TITLE PRICE HOW MANY? 

Keeper of the Kingdom  $9.00  Darok 9 $9.00  

Keeper of the Realm  $9.00  Darok 10 $9.00  

Keeper of the Empire  $9.00  Curse of Charron $9.00  

Keeper of the Colony $9.00  The Ghosts of Malhado  PB $10.00  

Keeper of the Island $9.00  The Ghosts of Malhado  HB $15.00  

Look Out of My Window PB $9.00  The Ghosts of Orozimbo PB $10.00  

   The Ghosts of Orozimbo HB $15.00  

 
 Total number of books ________                              Total enclosed $____________  

The Curse of Charron  Ages 11 -15 

Encounter has crashed on the planet Charron, the 7th Ferrosian craft in four months! Survivors are mysteriously disappearing. 
What are the Charronese hiding? 17 year-old lieutenant Tommy Harker and 16 year-old pilot officer Annie Reeves are part of 
the Ferrosian team sent to  locate the survivors. But when their craft also crashes, their mission becomes almost impossible.   
 

 

The Ghosts of Malhado  Ages 9  - 13   Hardback and paperback 
Only Juliann believes Alex’s ghostly tales of a Spanish Conquistador! Together they obsessively 
pursue the challenge of finding Cabeza de Vaca’s missing treasure on the Texas coast.   

The Ghosts of Orozimbo Ages 9  - 13   Hardback and paperback 

Henry’s mother has fallen in love with Orozimbo, a dilapidated cottage that is nothing more 
than a pile of rubble! But when Henry’s parents buy the old Texas cotton plantation, they get a 

lot more than just the property. Ghosts are everywhere! Henry and Emily are caught up in a 

web of unresolved problems from centuries past and must solve the mysteries of Orozimbo. 

 

Henry’s mother has fallen in love with Orozimbo, a dilapidated 

eighty-year-old cottage that is nothing more than a pile of rubble! Or 

is it? When Henry’s parents purchase the old Texas cotton plantation, 

they get a lot more than just the property. Ghosts are everywhere! 

They threaten Henry and his cousin, Emily, and the two are caught up 

in a web of unresolved problems from centuries past. The only way 

for Henry to find peace is to solve the mysteries of Orozimbo. 

 

Henry’s mother has fallen in love with Orozimbo, a dilapidated 

eighty-year-old cottage that is nothing more than a pile of rubble! Or 

is it? When Henry’s parents purchase the old Texas cotton plantation, 

they get a lot more than just the property. Ghosts are everywhere! 

They threaten Henry and his cousin, Emily, and the two are caught up 

in a web of unresolved problems from centuries past. The only way 

for Henry to find peace is to solve the mysteries of Orozimbo. 

 

A wonderful picture book, written in verse by H.J. Ralles. An enchanting way to teach both sequence and the 
changing seasons. The beautiful art work and rhyming verse follows the activities of a young boy and how he 
dresses appropriately for each time of year. Bright, colorful illustrations drawn by Oklahoma artist, Stephanie 
Whipple.   


